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'Anna had the audience locked on to her presentation from start to finish. She unfolded a fascinating
story of literary detective work, tracing the lives of her Polish grandmother and her family, and the
audience couldn't wait for a formal question-and-answer period at the end – they threw in questions
as the session went along, and she handled them brilliantly and honestly.’ Chris, committee member
of Williamstown Literary Festival 2016
Anna Ciddor is not only a versatile writer-illustrator of fiction, travel, history and fantasy, but also an
inspirational speaker. In her presentations she reveals amazing research stories and passes on tips
and secrets about how she creates historical novels, including stories based on family history.
Whether she’s presenting a writing workshop, or an intriguing lecture filled with audience interaction,
Anna gives a rare insight into the creative process, and inspires and empowers participants to be
creative themselves.

The Family with Two Front Doors
is a based on the childhood of
Anna’s grandmother in 1920s
Poland – a heart-warming Jewish
story that is not about the
holocaust.

The Boy Who Stepped Through
Time – Imagine what happens
when a holiday to the south of
France turns into a trip back to
ancient Roman times…

52 Mondays is based on Anna’s
memories of 1960s Melbourne.
Three sisters conjure up
hilarious everyday adventures in
a time before computer games,
internet and mobile phones.

This totally believable time-change
book immerses readers in a world
filled with excitement, humour and
amazing (and accurate) historical
detail.

MIX AND MATCH FROM THE FOLLOWING TOPICS:
•
•
•
•
•

Writing a time change story – the key to unlocking the fun of history
Detective work – the challenges and coincidences of research
Plotting, drafting, editing – the tools and secrets of successful writing and illustrating
Working with a collaborator (who is available to participate in presentations)
Workshopping with students – an important tool in creating a story for children

Anna’s work has been recognised by the Nance Donkin Award for Children’s Literature, several
Notable Books awards from the Children’s Book Council of Australia, a two-year grant from the
Literature Board of the Australia Council, and listings for numerous other awards, including the
ARA HNSA Historical Novel Prize and the Book Links Award for Children's Historical Fiction.
Find out more at annaciddor.com

Booking enquiries can be made via email on anna@annaciddor.com, online at
lamontauthors.com.au, Speakers-ink.com.au, cktspeakersagency.com.au or
Creativenetspeakers.com, or by phone through Booked Out Speakers Agency on (03) 9824 0177

